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In two previous papers author [1], [2] had dealt with the calculation 
of plate fin efficiency at constant fin base temperature, partly considering 
plate conductance in either direction, and partly - in connection with Forgo's 
heat exchanger - similarly at constant fin base temperature, however neglect
ing fin conductance in the direction of flo"w. 

In the present paper, also in connection with the Forgo-type slotted-rib 
heat exchanger, author will examine the case when the temperature of the fin 
base varies in the direction of flow. (Since the plates of the slotted-rib exchang
ers are densely intersected in flow direction, their thermal conductance 
in this direction is negligable.) 

A characteristic feature of slotted-rib heat exchangers (and in general, 
of all heat exchanger types incorporating tubes and plate fins) is that the 
temperature distribution along the straight line aa (Fig.l) - which may 
be regarded as the fin base - undergoes changes which may, in the majority 
of cases, be expressed with a periodic function. This is due to the fact that the 
cooling resp. heating effeet of the tubes taking place along the aa straight 
line is not uniform. This paper aims at carrying out a quantitative examination 
·of this effect. 

Let us start out from the differential equation (1) representing the tem
perature space of the plate fin: 

1 C·s 1 i" <P"- ---<P=-- Jk 

Au 1 + C· s Au S + liC ' 

where conductance in the direction of flow has been neglected (Av = 0). 
In the previous papers ([4] and [2]) it was proved that the generic solution 

-of this equation is as follows: 

where 
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and 
- co 2 1 

(jjt = .2 - 1 A ? 
n=! co + - II (!)~ 

1 
--~--.,-----=--- . sin cou , 
S 

'" 2 
proyided that!" = Y sin OJU, viz. the temperature distribution ofthf'l inlet 

n=! (J) 

air over the inlet cross scction of the heat exchanger is homogeneous. 
The solution must satisfy two boundary conditions by which it is possible 

to determine the Cl and Cl operators. According to the first boundary condition, 
if u = 0, thcn (f> --.:.. h; where!v = (jj (0, v) that is, the value of <J; as the function 

Fig. 1. Qualitatiye illustration of temperature distribution of a fin of the slotted-rib heat 
exchanger 

of t·, in the II = 0 position; while according to the second boundary condition 
if 

a<J; I =-'" ° . 
au 111=1 

u = 1, then 

Thc first boundary condition yields the following equation 

while from the second the equation hereunder will result: 

O 1 
r 1 C . 5 ( - + 1 A" 

= -:-- Cl e 
All 1 + 0'5 

'

" 1 C·s ) 
- - Au I-C·s . 

-c1e 

1 C· 5 
Provided that 0, it may be written that 

AI1 1 + c·s 

1

(1 C·s 

- -c e-' A" I+C·s 
2 • 

It follows from the two equations that the Cl and c2 operators are 

and Cz = 
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whereby the generic solution presents itself in this form: 

- (lr~ 11 1 C·s ' - + - --·u + --- (2-U) lP = fv e Au l+C.s -L e Au l+C·s ), lP" 

1
/1 C·s ' T ! 

2.--- I 1 + e Au HC·s 

(1) 

From the previous papers [1] we know that the CL, a factor similar 

to fin efficiency (its defining equation is CL = a. F ~ LlTJ, may be derived 

from <P in the following way: 
1 

cL = Auf 8lP I dv. (2) 
8u jU=O 

o 
8lP 

Since both lP and -- consist of two members, it seems expedient to "wTite 
8u 

the value of cL also as the sum of two members: 

(3) 

The second member is derived from (J)i and as its calculation was described 
in the quoted paper [1], in the present study we shall calculate only the C Lo 

.correction factor. 
Abstaining from a detailed mathematical examination we shall restrict 

ourselves to indicating the ways and means which may help to obtain the best 
res~t. 

A SPo \ Let us first compute thc value of u -- : 
Sv l/=O 

ojr~~ 
A S(j)o! _ 4. - 1 e- All HC,s lf 1 ·C· s _ 

u 8u .'1=0 - ~ ufv 2jf ~~s.... . I Au Cs + 1 -
1 + e Au hC,s 

_ _ -l! 2- C· s 11 1 c-:S 
- Aufv I Au 1 + C· s th i Au 1 + C· s· 

The validity of the following relationship can be proved1: 

2a2 

atha= .. Y----
- a2 -L 0)2 ' n=l I 

where a may even be an operator, and 0) 

2n-1 

2 
7(;. 

1 See e.g. PATTANTYUS' lVlanual (Milszaki Konyvkiad6 Budapest 1961, VoI. I. p. 43. 
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Making use of the above series: 

2 C's 

A 8tPo \ __ A f,;" Au 1 + C· s 
u 8u u=o - u v ~ 1 C. s 

: w2 

Au 1 + C·s 

1 s 
= - 2 Au/v 2' 1 A w2 

n= 1 1 + AU (Jj2 S + __ u'---__ 

C 1 + AuW2 

With slight transformation: 

Let us now establish the function pertaining to the sj., operator. One 
of the basic relationships of the operational calculus is that 

- {dIv} sft) = a;; + Iv(O) . 

In our case, according to the definition: 

thus 

- {dI v
} S "ft, = dv . 

Each member of the infinite series under examination is the convolution. 
of two functions which consequently may be 'written in the folIo'wing form: 

1 If" dIv \ - ~ ~uW', (V-T) I slv' ---::----:---=-- = - e C l-;-Auw do . 
1 Au w2 dv V=T 

S + ----'=----
C 1 + Au W2 0 

(5) 

From what has gone before, CLo is readily expressed (see equations 3, 4. 
and 5) by: 
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Mter integration and simplification, the following formula presents. 
itself for the expression of CLo: 

1 

~ 2 C [f diu ~ l~;'''''. (v-l)d + L1Tt] CLO = ..:;;;. -.,- -- e ,uw v --, 
n=l w- dv L1To 

o 

(7) 

where L1 Tt denotes the total temperature increase of the finbase, in the direction
of flow (see Fig. 2). 

Since the member derived from the particular solution of the inhomo
geneous equation has already been computed [2], for the sake of completeness,. 
we shall ".-rite down its final result only: 

'" 2 C ( 1 AUW

O

) 
cu= J! -;- l-e-c~ . 

n=l W 

With it, the solution - taking into consideration also equations (3)· 
and (7): 

'" 2 
Whence, according to the well known correlation .2 - = 1, our equation 

n=l w2 

may be put into the following final form: 

lA' 1 lA' 

cL = C (1 + L1Tt ) - ~ 2 ~ e - c 1+;':"" (1 -f diu e C 1+;':"" v dV) (10). 
L1To n=l W dv 

o 

In the above the value of cL for arbitrarily varying fin base tempera
ture has been computed in the direction of flow. 

For practical considerations it seems expedient to calculate from the (10). 
relationship the value of CL for three special fin base temperature functions, viz. 
for linear, exponential and sine functions, since by their superposition all fin 
base functions encountered in practice may be produced and so cL always 
becomes calculable. 

In cross-flow construction e.g. - which is frequently met in practice -
thc tubes, across the ever warmer gas flow passing through the heat exchanger
and cooled by the ever warmer water, constitute the base of fins (counter-cross
flow). The summation of the above-mentioned functions 'will obviously give
a fair approximation of the fin base temperature even in this case (see Fig. 2)~ 
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First we shall present a solution for linearly varying fin base temperature. 
Let us introduce for the designation of fin base temperature variations 

the following constant: 

11) 
dIu 

CPv = - --. 
dv 

Fig. 2. Qualitative chart of the fin base temperature distribution in counter-cross flow 

Fig. 3. Linearly varying fin base temperature 

This definition, also using the defining equations of Iv and v, may be 
interpreted in the follo'wing manner (see Fig. 3): 

LlT, 
CPv = LlT' , 

o 
(12) 

consequently CPv denotes the total temperature increase of the fin base in flow 
direction, referred to the excess temperature of the fin base at the point of . 
entry. With this denotation, after integration, the following relationship can 
be derived for the value of EL from equation (10): 

'" 2 0 [( 1 A"W') ( 1 I A 2) ~ 1 -Cl.LA' 1 C T u OJ 
BL ="';;;;;-2- -e ,u

w -CPv 2 
n=l OJ • Au OJ 

(13) 
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co 2 
or, taking advantage of the :E --:;- = 1 summation: 

n=1 0r 

279 

Now substituting for rpv the temperature differences (equation 12) 
we arrive at the following relationship: 

(15) 

y 

Fig. 4. Temperature changes taking place at the fin base along the x 0 straight 
(Qualitative chart) 

Thereby we have arrived at the EL factor for linearly changing fin base 
temperature. 

Let us now examine heat transfer conditions at which temperature 
~hanges set in exponentially. 

Since temperature increase taking place at the fin base is equal to Ll Tty 
(see Fig. 4). and since according to the definition, in case y = 0, it is equal to 
nought, the temperature changes in the fin base may be written in the following 
form: 

L1Tty = aeLlTJe~Y - 1), 
whence for the variables v and Iv: 

Iv = ae (1- ebev
). (16 ) 

From the definition of Iv and v, and from the boundary conditions it follows 
that 

(17) 

2 Periodic a Polytechnica )!. VII'4. 
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Substituting this function of Iv into the (10) equation we arrive at the 
( owing expression for cL: 

~-~ e C l+Auw' 1-
'" 2 _..!.- Au

w
' [ 

n=l w-

Let us finally examine the value of CL provided that L1 T ty is a trigono
metric function of r. Let us assume that 

Iv ~ -at sin Wv v, (19) 

whereby the equations for at and Wv will present themselves as 

(20) 

With the constants so introduced the function of CL may be computed 
from the generic formula (equation 10): 

LlT t ---

(21} 

where 

This yields the value of CL for the case when the fin base temperature 
is a trigonometric function. 

As a conclusion we shall go into some details investigating the CL factor,. 
as obtained by the calculations. It has already been stated that the defining 
equation of CL is as follows: 

(23) 

thus CL - contrary to fin efficiency - refers to the inlet temperature difference 
of the heat exchanger. Accordingly, its value will not be equal to the unit even 
if fin length tends towards zero, because in this case it will take into account 
the effect of the temperature varying in the mass rate of flow, due to the heat 
exchange, which, ordinarily, may be considered with the logarithmic mean. 
temperature difference. 
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Let us assume, as definition, the e "fin efficiency" to be a factor which 
applied corrects the a film coefficient, permits fully to take into account the 
effect of the non-homogeneous temperature distribution of the rib causes to the 
heat transfer. In mathematical terms: e is the factor which permits the com
putation of Q in the following form: 

(24) 

Ll Ty shall denote the difference between the mean temperature of the 
flowing medium and the fin base temperature at an y distance from the inlet: 

where Tkm is the mean temperature of the medium (see Fig. 4). 
Denoting the heating up of the medium by LIt: 

LIt = T km - Tk (0, 0) , 
we may write down 

and 

On the other hand, it is evident from Fig. 4 that 

Reverting to our previous designations 

v 

Q=eahxhy2S LlTydv=hxCKLlt. 
o 

From the collation of the two equations: 

v 

(25) 

(26) 

J:he so obtained integral equation is readily solved e.g. by means of the 
operational calculus [3], the solution presents itself in the following form: 

[ 
- ~ v f df, I - .!... (v-~) ] LlTy = LlTo e C - __ v e C dr:. 

dv V=~ o 
(27) 

2* 
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Let us define the mean temperature difference in the following way: 

(28) 

From the definition it follows that 

After integration, the appropriate rearrangement of the boundaries, 
and simplification, we arriYe at 

- ~ ( SI d-l' ..:. v )] e C 1 - ;: e C du . (29) 

o 

From the collation of the definitions of C and CL it furthermore follows 
(see 28 and 23 equations) that there is a relationship bet'ween C and CL: 

Substituting this into equation (29): 

I 

CL = 1 + LlTt _ e-~(l-J~dfv e-f-v dU). 
C LlTo du 

(30) 
. 0 . 

The so evolved relation for an arbitrary fin base temperature function 
CL C 

will interrelate - with - and in this way make possible a comparison between 
CC" 

the cL values as derived by the above detailed computation, and the c value 
calculated according to the usual method. 

Summary 

In plate-fin heat exchanger>, variations in the temperature of the fin hase in the di
ection of flow are frequent. In compact high-efficiency heat exchangers the warming-up of 

rhe medium at different distances from the fin base also varies. These two effects make the 
talculation of fin efficiency rather difficult. 
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The paper presents a calculation method and a generic formula, in the form of an in
finite series, directly suitable for the calculation "ith three functions of fin base temperature 

linear, exponential and trigonometric. From the three types, the function of any arbitrary 
fin base temperature may be superposed. In this way the paper gives a clue for the computa
tion of the fin efficiency of counter- or direct-cross-flow plate-fin heat exchangers (among 
them also for the efficiency of the Forgo-type). 

The result of the calculations, instead of the usual fin efficiency, presents itself through 
an CL factor (already introduced in two previous papers of the author), referred to the inlet 
temperature difference. 

The paper finally establishes a relationship between the EL factor and the fin efficiency 
for any arbitrary fin base temperature. 

The series obtained as the final result rapidly converge and their divergence can readily 
be estimated. 

ae, be 
at, Wu 
cl' 
fk 

C2 

Iv 
hx 
hy 
n 
s 
LIt 
u 
Vo 
:r 
x 
Au 
A v 
C 
Ck 

F 
Q 
T 
To 
Tk 
Tkm 
LIT 
LlTk 
LlTo 
Ai{ 
LI m 
ATt 
ATty 
LlTv 
a 
8L 

8Lo' eu 
e 
rp1J 

W 

wv • at 
1jJ 

Constants, see equation (16) 
Constants, see equation (19) 
Arbitrary operators, constants 
Ik = @k (u, 0) 
Iv = @ (0, v) 

Symbols 

Fin length measured normal to flow 
Fin length measured in the direction of flow 
Index 
Differential operator 
LIt = T km - T,,(O, 0) 
Dimensionless coordinate in the direction of flow 
Fin thickness 
Coordinate in flow direction 
Coordinate normal to flow 
Dimensionless number Au = i·x/2a.volh'5: 
Dimensionless number Av = ).yf2a.vo!h~ 
Dimensionless number C CX/2ahv 
Rate of water value for unit length of one fin in direction x. The full water rate 

h z 
value for each fin is: S Ck dx 

Total heat transfer su~face 
Transferred heat 
Fin temperature 
Fin base temperature 
Temperature of the medium 
The mean temperature of the medium (calculated at a straight y = constant) 
LIT = T - Tk 
LlTk = T (0, O)-Tk 
ATo = T (0, O)-Tk (0,0) 
LlTl = T (0, O)-T 
The mean temperature difference prevailing between fin and medium 
The total temperature increase of the fin base in the direction of flow (see Fig. 2.) 
The temperature increase of the fin base at place :r (see Fig. 4.) 
ATy = To - T km 
Heat transfer coefficient between fin and medium 
Dimensionless number, similar to fin efficiency 
See equation (3) 
Fin efficiency; see equation (24) 
Constant, see equation (11) 

2n -1 
w=--2- n 

Constants, see equation (19) 
See equation (22). 1p = IjC. Auw2j(1 + Au(2) 
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;'x, 
't' 
iP 

iPo ' 
iPK 

Joy 

Wi 
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Fin conductivity in x, respectively in y direction 
Independent variable 
Dimensionless variable, expressing temperature changes taking place in the plate 
W = ATf/ATo 
The homogeneous resp. inhomogeneous part of W. W = iPo + Wi 
Dimensionless variable expressing temperature changes taking place in the medium 
iPK = ATK/ATo 
z resp. {z} denoting that z is an operator 

Note: with respect to dimensions: 
Physical equations have throughout been applied, consequently any consistent units 

may be employed. 
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